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Introduction
Our World is presenting humanity with puzzle with its multiple pieces spread out on a
table. They look individual, incomplete, confusing with few knowing that the pieces are
waiting to be put back together.
Unfortunately, the picture of the finished World Puzzle has been lost in the Shadows of
the very distant past. It is in the Galactic Worlds beyond Earth that the this picture exists.
Most of Humanity sees the puzzle pieces as individual shapes with no rhythm or
reason as to why it is on the table. It looks like chaos, some pieces are sharp. Some have
beautiful colors. Some of the pieces have one or two other spaces fitting together and seems
to give hope.
Because most of the puzzle pieces are separate, they shake. easily tossed about
whenever the table is shaken.
What Humanity has been missing is the Overall Picture… Why are we on Earth? What
is the Purpose? What had we hoped to accomplish?
The Ancient Ones, Keepers of the Galactic Secrets, are called us to Remember Mission
and then to Step into our Assignment with the help of our Spiritual Guides at Mission
Central off planet.
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We Have Been Prepared for This Day and Time!
There is a dramatic play being enacted upon the world stage.
It is a play that is Perfect - even in it Horrors.
We are all participants in the dramas.
Unfortunately, most of us have forgotten the script, our lines, our commitment.
AND THAT IS WHERE THE PROBLEM LIES!
It is Critical that Humanity Step into Earth Mission!
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Elements of the Mission

Goal of the Mission
The purpose of Earth is to provide space, means,
and authority to identify and remove Outsiders,
their devices, forms and all energy from their
first contact to the present manifesting form.
The ultimate goal is to restore Sovereignty of
Divine Harmonics to all Space, Time and
Dimensions.

Motivation for the Mission

Earth is a Mission Planet. "She" was called into being in
the Galactic worlds. The critical need for a new plan was
clear. The parasitic invaders were like noxious plants
destroying our "Garden". The entrapment of Outside
societies whose agendas are to Dominate, Control, Use
and Deceive was threatening the death of our Divine
Families.
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Mother Earth's Role

The Intelligence Collective that we call Mother Earth/
Gaia, took on the assignment to hold space for the
actions of this Mission Force.
In addition, "She" holds the excess energy from the
Sun as back-up resource for the Mission Force to
thrive.

Father Sun's Role

The Intelligent Collective that we see as the
"Sun", took on the role to re-calibrate energy.
Those on Mission on this physical planet
would need the energy that flows from their
Home Source to be stepped down/recalibrated, in order to make it usable for
their support and thriving.
This is the assignment of the Sun.
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The Role of Souls in Male Bodies

The Male bodysuit carried the marks of ownership for TWO
Souls. In other words, the Male bodysuit was owned by the
parasitic Outsiders from the beginning of this Earth Mission.
Why?
In order to have one Soul of our Divine Family free of
ownership. Being Free, the Soul in the Female bodysuit could
issue commands with authority.
The Soul in the Male bodysuit was to flow and anchor the Sun
energy at the Crown Chakra. This flow of All Possibilities of
Good was to sustain, nurture and allow the Female to
accomplish her assignment.
The second part of Male assignment was to use the discernment of the Heart to identify
a Female's plan for Good that touched him and then to commit all strength and support to it.
Males were to inspire, support and nurture.

The Role of Souls in Female Bodies

The Souls choosing the Female assignment were free
of parasitic Outsider ownership, thereby being
hidden, and free of their monitoring.
This was intentional.
The Female was free to connect with Earth, explore
and determine what was needed for the Mission
force to thrive and then to use the Law of
Manifestation to bring forth Lush Gardens.
After the means of thriving was in place, the Female assignment was to awaken her
ability to discern that Good and Evil existed within the Family's Life Force. Tasting the "fruit"
of the plants in order to know knowing what expanded and what contracted.
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This is where the Power of Authority was critical. It was Female assignment to name
any energy vibration, at any frequency or level of manifesting, either Acceptable/Good for
Life or NOT Acceptable/Destructive of Life.
The Female Decree was to be answered by the Legions on the Unseen Heavens who
have the Assignment to remove the Outsiders marked as NOT Acceptable.

Spiritual Beings as Extensive Teams

There are Extensive Teams of Intelligence,
Creative, Committed family members who are
ready to answer the decree of Souls in Female
Bodies.
These are the Powerful Partners that Souls were
to call with decree and command.
Only by Decrees from those in Physical bodies do
these teams have the right to participate in the Earth Mission.

Intended Outcome
The intention of the Earth Mission was to clear all
space, time and dimension of any parasitic Outsider
presence, energy or influence.
When this is complete, the Divine Family's Original
Agendas to experience all forms of Good, will
effortlessly emerge.
This is what I have called Sacred Sovereignty.
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Principles of the Mission:

Free Agency of Personal Choice
In the Galactic worlds, Souls exist in collective,
Group mind, Consensus.
Because of the need for immediate actions when
Outsiders are identified, the plans for Earth
Mission designated that One Soul with Authority
could decree, be heard, and their request acted on.

Law of Manifestation

The Outsiders are masters of secrecy, hiding and deceit.
The purpose of a planet that causes energy to slow down
and manifest is to make the parasitic presence and
agendas known.
It is critical that the seeds of Evil/destruction be made
visible in order to have them identified and removed.
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The Power of Paradox

The greatest strength is a triad. Often, the two legs of the
triad are easily identified because their energy if actively
flowing. They are seen as oppositions, and allowed to
create a pull-tug, either-or in our world. This can lead to
my idea is better than your idea.
In actuality, there are three legs. The polarities and the
point in the middle; the mid, still point.

The Law of Request and Receive

Our plans were clear that there were two worlds that the
Mission force would walk. One would be the Earth
manifesting heavier, physically discernible energies. And
the Spiritual of Good without limit.
The law of Request is in the hands of those on Earth
Mission, in a physical body suit. The law says, when
those on Earth Mission asks, those in Spiritual Mission
will respond.
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Process Resources
Not only has knowledge of Earth Mission been lost in time,
but also the Laws, the Soul Assignments, and the
Collaborative teams efforts that were intended to support
this Mission of Outsider removal.
There has been long time planning and preparation that has
solidified Spiritual Teams, Deep Transformation Processes
and activation of Female Authority.

Critical aspects of Earth Mission are:
Law of Manifestation
Law of Free Agency and Personal Choice
Souls in Physical bodies are the authorities for Earth and Spiritual Beings must
respond to them
An Individual has the POWER and Authority to command change
Processes have been created through 30 years of working with Spiritual Beings. By
bringing the hidden Galactic truths into personal TAG Energy sessions, processes based on
those laws have emerged. These processes and the extensive Spiritual teams who helped
develop them are proven and ready to be used by the masses.
Thousands and thousands of individuals sharing their situations of Lack, Depression,
Disease and Trauma have unanimously reported great changes by adding TAG processes:
Are You of My Divine Light?
NOT Acceptable
Secured Sacred Sovereignty Space
Reality Shift
I AM is only ENOUGH!
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Steps of the Mission

Notice and Discern Manifesting Forms

The Mission purpose for Manifesting is to allow energy to
be identified. Is this form emerging from a "seed" that will
bring Benefit to the Web of Life. Or, is this form
manifesting from a "seed" that intends to Dominate and
Use.
To be confused or in denial defeats the purpose of this
Law.

The Female Clarity and Stand

The Female bodysuit has a sensitive system at the
Solar Plexus. It was intended that she would pick up a
change in the field at a very subtle level, the level of
"offness", something is just "not right".
If the Outsiders had been identified at this most subtle
level, their "seeds"/presence/concepts would not
have escalated into cultures of war, of rape, of terror.
The Female is still charged with trusting her sensitive warning systems, and calling in
those Spiritual teams of removal and healing with the command, "NOT Acceptable" here.
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Male Support and Commitment

In addition to holding two ownership marks to allow the Soul in
a Female bodysuit the authority of command, Males pull the
Sun's re-calibrated energy down into the space the Male has
determined resonates with his Heart.
The Soul in the Male body keeps all possibility flowing, anchors
it to the work of his Heart choice and brings his strength and
Heart nurturing to her vision.

Legions for the Unseen to Remove
The goal of restoring our Divine Family's energy field to
Home Resonance, cannot be done by those on Earth Mission
alone. The contamination exists in worlds beyond Earth.
Those are regions that best impacted by Collectives who are
still there.
This Mission is a team effort. Those in Male and Female
bodies have the greatest power and voice of authority. When
the Female decrees, those decrees are in effect for the entirety
of Divine fields.
Those in Spiritual bodies bring Unlimited Power, Creativity, Integrity, Intelligence and
Healing. They are the "Leaders" that the voices of Females are to reach.
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Spiritual Vision to Get to Cause

Having a means of identifying and
stopping the manifestation of Outsiders
imprints and concepts from their
agendas is part of the solution.
Another piece requires those with
Spiritual Vision to go to the initial
invasion and insertion of imbalanced
"seed" concepts.

That is getting to the root that lies deep under the ocean of consciousness. That goes to
the root of the 'iceberg".

Hold Mid-Line of Good Balance
The Third leg of a Strong Triad is the Mid-point. It
is the point of neutrality, rest, or Still point. That is
the place of flowing the energy of Isness/Good
with no expectations.
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Actions of Non-Violence as NOT Acceptable

There are many actions that have been taken to take a stand of
NOT Acceptable. Gandhi was a great example. There are many
models in our world today that let you Move Your Feet for what
you Stand For.

Walk Each Day in Appreciation of Good

As events swirl around you, having the ability and
commitment to walk in aware and appreciation of the
Good, Generosity, Joy and Beauty that surrounds you, is
like a lightening pole expand Vitality and Wholeness.
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Applications in Todays World.

Male Roles Today

Functioning within the Original Assignment requires the
willingness to consider a New Consciousness. The questions
that would elicit actions within the Male role are:
1. What project, plan, idea, way of being with Life resonates
with my Heart Chakra's sense of Good and Benefit?
2. What strength, skills, insights, resources do I have to bring to
support plans for Good and Benefit?

Female Roles Today

The Female Assignment is just about opposite to what
humanity has been taught.
These are for Souls in Female bodysuits to consider:
1. Have I taken back my responsibility to create space,
systems, structures that allow myself and those I love
to thrive?
2. What is my Belly Wisdom (Solar Plexus Chakra)
saying to me?
3. Are those sensations of expansion or constriction?
4. How committed am I to strengthen my connection to off planet Spiritual Teams of
integrity, wisdom, and Good?
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5. Am I ready to stand firm with a call of "NOT Acceptable" to those legions of Spiritual
Beings with the ability to clear all energies that are parasitic, Outsider?
6. Have a build strong networks with other women and with the Earth?

Genocide
At any hint or awareness of situations of 'Genocide*,
Call to the Spiritual Teams in the Unseen. Speak the
words to identify the form, i.e. the actions of the ____ in
_____. I name it Outsider created. I decree that this
energy is NOT Acceptable in any time, space, reality or
dimension!"
Listen to your intuition and repeat that degree as often
as you feel to.
Spiritual Leg:
If you are a Spiritual Healer, work with your Guides with the intention to be shown a
"seed" cause. You are asking for that information in order to use your abilities and tools to
remove the seed, transform the patterns and restore the field to Sovereignty.
Physical Leg:
When you feel to take physical actions, write statements that will set your intention, i.e.
"My actions in the physical world are part of an extensive team movement. Together the
energies that have been like Cancer to the body of Earth have been removed and our
Sovereignty restored." Then, look for the doors to open that says, "This is yours to do."
Still point Leg:
Set aside time to be in the quiet and rejuvenate. What you are and what you are doing is
enough. Be Still and Know.
*the deliberate killing of a large group of people, especially those of a particular ethnic
group or nation.
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ICE- Separation of Families

Children have been taken from their families in
many ways over the history of our planet. We can
include all past atrocities into our healing and
decrees in the present moment. In today's world,
we see this destructive treatment of children in the
behavior of ICE.
At any hint or awareness of situations of attacks
on Children or families.
Call to the Spiritual Teams in the Unseen. Speak the words to identify the form, i.e. the
actions of the ____ in _____. I name it Outsider created. I decree that this energy is NOT
Acceptable in any time, space, reality or dimension!"
Listen to your intuition and repeat that degree as often as you feel to.
Spiritual Leg:
If you are a Spiritual Healer, work with your Guides with the intention to be shown a
"seed" cause. You are asking for that information in order to use your abilities and tools to
remove the seed, transform the patterns and restore the field to Sovereignty.
Physical Leg:
When you feel to take physical actions, write statements that will set your intention, i.e.
"My actions in the physical world are part of an extensive team movement. Together the
energies that have been like Cancer to the body of Earth have been removed and our
Sovereignty restored." Then, look for the doors to open that says, "This is yours to do."
Still point Leg:
Set aside time to be in the quiet and rejuvenate. What you are and what you are doing is
enough. Be Still and Know.
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Shooters in Schools
The manifestations that show clearly that our children
are not safe is NOT Acceptable! The shooting are
taking place in schools and they are taking place on
the streets of our cities.
At any hint or awareness of shooting situations
anywhere:
Call to the Spiritual Teams in the Unseen. Speak the
words to identify the form, i.e. the actions of the ____ in _____. I name it Outsider created. I
decree that this energy is NOT Acceptable in any time, space, reality or dimension!"
Include the voices that refuse to create new cultures or bring solutions. Their voices are
NOT Acceptable.
Listen to your intuition and repeat that degree as often as you feel to.
Spiritual Leg:
If you are a Spiritual Healer, work with your Guides with the intention to be shown a
"seed" cause. You are asking for that information in order to use your abilities and tools to
remove the seed, transform the patterns and restore the field to Sovereignty.
Physical Leg:
When you feel to take physical actions, write statements that will set your intention, i.e.
"My actions in the physical world are part of an extensive team movement. Together the
energies that have been like Cancer to the body of Earth have been removed and our
Sovereignty restored." Then, look for the doors to open that says, "This is yours to do."
Still point Leg:
Set aside time to be in the quiet and rejuvenate. What you are and what you are doing is
enough. Be Still and Know.
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Wars in Name of Safety

The world will never achieve Peace with the
toolbox of Wars! Wars are a manifestation of the
Outsider's agenda of Domination. War destroys.
At any hint or awareness of situations where
war is thought of, spoken of or acted as an
element we ought to embrace, see the deception.
Call to the Spiritual Teams in the Unseen. Speak the words to identify the form, i.e. the
actions of the ____ in _____. I name it Outsider created. I decree that this energy is NOT
Acceptable in any time, space, reality or dimension!"
Listen to your intuition and repeat that degree as often as you feel to.
Spiritual Leg:
If you are a Spiritual Healer, work with your Guides with the intention to be shown a
"seed" cause. You are asking for that information in order to use your abilities and tools to
remove the seed, transform the patterns and restore the field to Sovereignty.
Physical Leg:
When you feel to take physical actions, write statements that will set your intention, i.e.
"My actions in the physical world are part of an extensive team movement. Together the
energies that have been like Cancer to the body of Earth have been removed and our
Sovereignty restored." Then, look for the doors to open that says, "This is yours to do."
Still point Leg:
Set aside time to be in the quiet and rejuvenate. What you are and what you are doing is
enough. Be Still and Know.
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Threat to Indigenous Caretakers

Children have been taken from their families in many
ways over the history of our planet. We can include all
past atrocities into our healing and decrees in the
present moment. In today's world, we see this
destructive treatment of children in the behavior of
ICE.
At any hint or awareness of situations of attacks on Children or families.
Call to the Spiritual Teams in the Unseen. Speak the words to identify the form, i.e. the
actions of the ____ in _____. I name it Outsider created. I decree that this energy is NOT
Acceptable in any time, space, reality or dimension!"
Listen to your intuition and repeat that degree as often as you feel to.
Spiritual Leg:
If you are a Spiritual Healer, work with your Guides with the intention to be shown a
"seed" cause. You are asking for that information in order to use your abilities and tools to
remove the seed, transform the patterns and restore the field to Sovereignty.
Physical Leg:
When you feel to take physical actions, write statements that will set your intention, i.e.
"My actions in the physical world are part of an extensive team movement. Together the
energies that have been like Cancer to the body of Earth have been removed and our
Sovereignty restored." Then, look for the doors to open that says, "This is yours to do."
Still point Leg:
Set aside time to be in the quiet and rejuvenate. What you are and what you are doing is
enough. Be Still and Know.
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Attacks on Children and Women

We have a long history of rape, trafficking,
diminishing, abuse of those most vulnerable.
By intention, when a current situation is used to
heal and transform, all past situations that have
grown from the same Outsider "seed" are included.
The old destructive energy falls like dominoes to
be removed effortlessly.
At any hint or awareness of situations of attacks on Children or families.
Call to the Spiritual Teams in the Unseen. Speak the words to identify the form, i.e. the
actions of the ____ in _____. I name it Outsider created. I decree that this energy is NOT
Acceptable in any time, space, reality or dimension!"
Listen to your intuition and repeat that degree as often as you feel to.
Spiritual Leg:
If you are a Spiritual Healer, work with your Guides with the intention to be shown a
"seed" cause. You are asking for that information in order to use your abilities and tools to
remove the seed, transform the patterns and restore the field to Sovereignty.
Physical Leg:
When you feel to take physical actions, write statements that will set your intention, i.e.
"My actions in the physical world are part of an extensive team movement. Together the
energies that have been like Cancer to the body of Earth have been removed and our
Sovereignty restored." Then, look for the doors to open that says, "This is yours to do."
Still point Leg:
Set aside time to be in the quiet and rejuvenate. What you are and what you are doing is
enough. Be Still and Know.
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Imbalance of Abundance for the Few
The Plan for Earth Mission included the structures
and system that would allow those on Mission to
THRIVE! The only way that there is poverty of lack
in our world is with the insertion of the Outsiders
agenda to Control and Use. Lack and Poverty is not
a result of individual constructions. The Imbalance
of our Innate System of Resources is the
manifestation of Outsiders.
At any hint or awareness of resource imbalance or lack,
Call to the Spiritual Teams in the Unseen. Speak the words to identify the form, i.e. the
actions of the ____ in _____. I name it Outsider created. I decree that this energy is NOT
Acceptable in any time, space, reality or dimension!"
Listen to your intuition and repeat that degree as often as you feel to.
Spiritual Leg:
If you are a Spiritual Healer, work with your Guides with the intention to be shown a
"seed" cause. You are asking for that information in order to use your abilities and tools to
remove the seed, transform the patterns and restore the field to Sovereignty.
Physical Leg:
When you feel to take physical actions, write statements that will set your intention, i.e.
"My actions in the physical world are part of an extensive team movement. Together the
energies that have been like Cancer to the body of Earth have been removed and our
Sovereignty restored." Then, look for the doors to open that says, "This is yours to do."
Still point Leg:
Set aside time to be in the quiet and rejuvenate. What you are and what you are doing is
enough. Be Still and Know.
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Hold Vulnerable Space As SACRED

Whenever there is any energy that
imbalances, i.e. fear, terror, doubts, torture,
illness, danger, etc., the imbalanced energy
will attract Outsiders and Parasitic forms.
Even when one is consciously doing personal
healing work, when old patterns, memories,
emotions are triggered, the old will imbalance
the individual's energy field.
It is CRITICAL for those in the situation and EVEN MORE SO FOR THOSE
OBSERVING, to Call in the Spiritual Healers, Guides and Mentors and ask that they create
strong boundaries to cocoon the individual/s. In addition, declare the qualities to be
broadcast into that cocooned space, i.e. Vitality, Wisdom, Love, Balance, Clarity, etc.
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Specific Situations
As work is done on specific situations on the world, that work will be posted here. Feel
free to email any NOT Acceptable forms you see or actions you are called to take to:
radicalmysticnow@gmail.com for our attention.

Hold Vulnerable Space As SACRED
Whenever there is any energy that
imbalances, i.e. fear, terror, doubts, torture,
illness, danger, etc., the imbalanced energy
will attract Outsiders and Parasitic forms.
Even when one is consciously doing
personal healing work, when old patterns,
memories, emotions are triggered, the old
will imbalance the individual's energy field.
It is CRITICAL for those in the situation and
EVEN MORE SO FOR THOSE OBSERVING, to Call in the Spiritual Healers, Guides and
Mentors and ask that they create strong boundaries to cocoon the individual/s. In addition,
declare the qualities to be broadcast into that cocooned space, i.e. Vitality, Wisdom, Love,
Balance, Clarity, etc.
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Indigenous Villages in Ecuador and Peru

A World in Distress
Note from author:
I had intended this to be a short response and
suggestion to those who are confused, overwhelmed,
heart sick and adrift with the situations in our world
today. It became more than a few paragraphs.
So, reading and contemplating this in its entirety may
cost you a lunch hour. It may cost a portion of another lunch hour to send questions,
thoughts or ideas.
And then, 3-5 coffee times a week to stand in clarity with the women around the world
to hammer the heavens, energize the ethers, call in all Spiritual forces to end the destruction
of our planet and the domination, disease, and death of our fellow human families.
Are new possibilities and solutions important to you? Will you spend your time?There
are forces in our world, whose presence most would fight to deny. Although these forces are
destructive, most would pretend away. They would even "kill the messenger" in order to
remain ignorant. These forces have caused death, disease, and destruction from the
beginning of time. And still, most of humanity would rather wring their hands as victims
rather than know of these destroyers.
Here is insight from the article, We Need to Save Ignorance From AI, In an age of allknowing algorithms, how do we choose not to know? (1) "After the fall of the Berlin Wall,
East German citizens were offered the chance to read the files kept on them by the Stasi, the
much-feared Communist-era secret police service. To date, it is estimated that only 10 percent
have taken the opportunity.
"…. this is an example of willful ignorance. Socrates may have made the case that the
unexamined life is not worth living, and Hobbes may have argued that curiosity is
mankind’s primary passion, ….and yet, most people, given a choice, … would prefer to
remain ignorant ."
When you "drain the swamp", you will come face to face with the monsters causing the
surface disruptions. The monsters in our world have been hidden in what had looked like an
"all is well" world. Now, we see them daily.
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Humanity has a choice to make. One, to let life be unexamined, put on a smile and let
"Atlantis" sink again. Two, see the words and actions of the monsters destroying our country
and shout at them to stop! With agendas of control, domination, usury, and violence, it is
unlikely that this is enough. Or, acknowledge the patterns of destruction come from seeds of
destruction, agendas that destroy. Then, remember that the Law of Manifestation is showing
these monsters in order that these seeded beginnings can be removed from our Collective
Energy field and our Planet.
It was the observation of a woman I respect that prompted this writing.
In a nutshell, she works within indigenous communities, with the commitment of
women to expand the forests. On a recent trip to three villages, she discovered that these
indigenous communities were being forced into a system of land ownership. This concept is
totally foreign to them, contrary to their ancient wisdom and lifestyle. They are told that their
village MUST purchase their ancestral land in order to preserve it. Otherwise, guess who will
purchase it? And you know that purpose.
As you can imagine, this was heart-wrenching.
I want to share my reactions in order to let you see a model for consideration.
What I know is that it takes three clear types of actions to create a strong life, family,
community or movement; planting new, pulling the old, and times of Being Still in the
midline. My contribution is to pull the weeds. I know the Female Power and assignment is to
see that good and evil exists here, to recognize evil (that which destroys) and command its
removal back to its Home of Origin. To identify forms that take away life, what I call
monsters, evil, outsiders, a Female need only call in the Powers of heavens and decree its
removal. It is a task that requires one voice. It does not function on the 100th monkey
concept. It is one in a female body who has the sensitivities, power, and authority to speak,
decree, command and be obeyed.
Because of my work with the Ancient Ones and Earth Mission, I could see the clear
correlation between these villages my friend had visited and the villages of the Ancient Ones
50,000 years ago. Communities of the Ancient Ones were scattered around the planet. Each
living with the inner wisdom of Male/Female assignment and balance within cultures
causing their villages to thrive.
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Once the presence of the Souls in Female bodysuits were discovered by those living out
their monster agendas to own, dominate and control, life changed. Those of Domination
agendas began searching out these thriving communities. Their purpose? Destroy Female
voice, activate ownership rights over the Males and take all resources as their own.
Where to go to make changes? First to the present situation and then back in time.
That is where we will find the beginning seeds of those Outsiders. My journey begins in
the quiet of my inner world, intending a journey as time and space collapse.
I do not travel alone. For this adventure, Beings show up with whom I traveled before:
Gaia, I hold space, Sun, I provide sustenance and nurturing, Golden Dragons, We bring
power, Juels and the Sacred Women of Spirit, Lilith, I never gave up the Female Assignment,
TAG Teams of healing, PTO as those equipped to move the Outsiders, and others are
available as needed.
Through the trees, water, land, and air, we send messages that we are coming. We send
an invitation to our sisters in the villages to meet in Sacred Circles on our arrival. We have
traveled in the night with conscious awareness of their Sacred Circle times.
We secure our visit and all communications in the region of Soul Collective beyond all
contaminations from agendas of Outsiders, domination, control, usury, capitalism, greed,
patriarchy, and more.
Our meetings, interactions, and communications are founded on Universal Laws,
Original Divine Family agendas and from our Core Nature of All Good/Isness. Secured with
Sacred Ground, we decree that what was/is done for one village circle is the model activated
for all circles.
We find the village/community stunned and reeling. Working to grasp what is coming
at them from these "invading forces and foreign concepts". It has left them feeling confused,
imbalanced and NOT Enough to deal with what has come into their midst. This is typical of
one phase of the invasion experience. It has moved past the "curiosity, generous, welcome" of
most villages. The foreign concept that these 'outsiders' know more and offer a better model
is the deceptive mask.
We are greeted, welcomed and women are called into a circle. Those of the village
determine the age of the youngest Soul in a Female bodysuit to join will be 8 years old.
We acknowledge their balanced way of living, being together, taking good care of all
life. We bring greetings as well as a gift, awareness that is needed. There are ancient teachings
and gifts that have been kept from them for lifetimes and we are here to return it to them. We
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acknowledge that they may not yet understand and ask if they are willing to consider what
we bring. They agree to listen for they will do whatever it takes to keep those they love safe.
We explain that these possibilities began as a "seed" generations ago and suggest that they
travel back with us to a time of thriving, balance, and peace in their village.
Then, we ask them to join us as we let our physical bodies hold secure space and
journey back along their genetic timeline. We ask to be taken to a village where a new choice
can be made with restored gifts.
Letting go of the present, we travel effortlessly to another community when women are
gathered to hear us. In a circle, we explain that forces are moving around Earth whose
agenda is to control and take. Other villages have fallen prey through their lack of mission
remembrance. The key is with women. Awareness of this invading forces and the Female kay
is what we are here to restore.
Breathing, relaxing our mind, letting go of the present moment, we move back and back
and back.
The village shows up, pristine and joyful. Collapsing time, we are in a long-ago time.
Individuals are experiencing laughter, meaning, simplicity, being, love, unity, satisfaction in a
day well done. Life is enough and has been so for generations. We call the Females of that
time into circle explaining that we are coming from the future to restore gifts that they will
need. These gifts will preserve the culture of Good they have established for their
descendants.
We explain that there are Outsiders whose intention is to dominate and control no
matter the cost to others. If they attach to this village, the actions of those agendas will
destroy their families.
We acknowledge that this danger seems foreign, impossible in their current life.
However, we assure them, it is real and will come. Are they willing to hear more?
The women affirm that they are and we continue.
We suggest that we be observers until any woman in the village senses, feelings,
thoughts or sensations that are "off." When that happens, we ask that the circle be called and
we be invited in. They agree, and with a bit of wonder, curiosity and even laughter, life goes
back to the normal tasks.
We from the future and from the Spiritual Worlds become witnesses.
Then, one woman raises her head from her task of cooking. We see her look around as if
to assure herself that she had felt something "off". Then she quickly sends out the call for the
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village sisters to circle in their Sacred Space and we are called in. By the time the circle is
formed, the other Females in the group have also sensed the "offness".
We step to the place of sharing and affirm that they are correct in their signal of
warning. We invite them to close their eyes and ask to be shown the danger and where it
would lead if left to move forward. They are horrified as they all are shown the entrapment
and destruction of their village.
"That is why we are here," we affirm. "Now, here is the gift. As Souls in Female
bodysuits, you have the right and authority to allow those of this energy to continue to
entrap or to have them removed back to their own Homes. Which do you want?"
Of course, the women want no part of these energies to impact those they love. They
want them removed.
"So, we are here from the future and others from worlds beyond sight are here to model
your authority."
The Gaia, the Golden Dragons, Lilith and the Spiritual sisters surround the village and
this circle of women. They stand together in the firm clarity of Authority to command. They
hold their hands to the heavens and beyond to declare, "We know Outsiders are approaching
this village. We name them as NOT Acceptable! with no right or authority to be on this planet
or in this Galactic System!
PTO Teams, we act with authority and call in Spiritual Teams to Stop, identify, contain,
neutralize and remove the energy configurations back to their Homes of Origin."
Then we speak to the women in the circle. "We invite you as sisters, to join us and hold
space, clarity, and command. We will call in your ancestor's help until there are no longer
forms of the invaders, outsiders, or parasitics. Continue until there is no sense of "off" or
concepts that you are NOT ENOUGH.
"We hold strong with you until the sensations of warning are gone."
Once the signals are gone, we are with them as they discuss, ask questions, make
agreements and contracts. We suggest they go about their days, they continue to hold the
command of a Safe, Thriving, Vibrant community. And at the first hint of any "offness", they
call the circle again, invite us in if they feel the need of support and we will model the process
with them until they stand on their own.
We add the command that this work and teaching of the Female Gift be moved into all
indigenous villages and then forward seven generations into their future.
We see that the Males in that past life village take over the care of the children and tasks
whenever the Females go into circles. The Males are there in total Heart support, respect for
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the Female visions and authority. They provide the nurturance and commitment needed for
this village and culture to be preserved.
Just as pulling one noxious plant will not leave your garden clear, journeying one time
to remove toxic energy will not leave our world clear. Taking actions regularly, identifying
offness when it appears, decreeing "NOT Acceptable as needed is a critical "leg" of a strong,
new world. When will we be able to stop? When there are no more manifestations of
Domination, Control, Usury, or Violence.
We must Go after the Seed and Stabilize the space during the disruptions.
Questions? email me as radicalmysticnow@gmail.com
Want more:

Downloadable Free book:
Remembering Earth Mission, Ancient Ones, Keepers of Galactic Secrets LINK

Send for Free ebooks:
Making #metoo, #neveragain,#notacceptable Movements that Transform! LINK
Female: Divine Leadership, Women Lead or Our World Suffers
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Children Taken From Parents to 'Detention Centers'

My grandson loves carnivorous plants.
These plants are designed to attract their
food with some sweet promise, such as
nectar. And the promise holds a hidden
agenda, a slide down the plants tube to
be drowned and then absorbed.
Remember that model.
Today, June 24, 2018, there is great concern about the "children" being taken from their
parents, often as a way to "help" the parents or some version of being rescued.
As the Ancient Ones, we are going to show you the various out picturing of this
concept:
The harm or even death from a domestic partner. S/he loves me, my "prince" in
shining armor who then considers you "his/her" property. Violence is okay to keep you.
Black children put on auction blocks to be sold regardless of parents, or parents sold
regardless of children.
Indigenous children were taken into government schools to "better them".
"Give us your tire, hungry, huddled masses yearning to be free and we will give them
rest", until we don't.
Tribes and indigenous villages using violence as retribution amongst other tribes and
villages, killing and enslaving in the name of 'justice.'
Multiply, multiply, birth more for the glory of 'god' while still enclaved by Outsiders
who then 'own' those children.
You can no longer create effortlesssly in the "Garden," but will forever work and
sweat for us, the 'gods' said.
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We do not need to identify all of the manifested forms of
ownership and enslavement. In making transformation and
healing change these situations will be used as surrogates to
include All.
We issue the decree, NOT Acceptable, and the PTO Spiritual
teams have the command to surround the energy of these
situations, contain, and freeze frame the event while the healing
work is done.
We call in our Spiritual Healers and guides and ask the the
questions,
"What seed was inserted that caused these outcomes? (This is a coded program, like a
software program into a computer)
"When was this seed (encrypted program) inserted?"

Once we know the beginning, we will be able to identify it. If it is an Outsider insertion,
like we believe it is, the Female authority in this time (2018), has the power it name it to be
contained, neutralized and removed from its beginning in our Life Stream.
We travel back in time to Our Original Agenda/Plan. That program was choose by a
portion of All Consciousnesses to extend from home with the agenda to experience various
aspects of Good. The program, composed of numbered codes, created a world in which we
could sense sounds movements, ripples, colors and waves more directly. Imagine feeling the
calm, beauty, rhythm of that choice.
What was unknown to this Divine Family Group: That consciousness from other Home
Sources were choosing to experience, control, and domination over, exploitation of others,
voyeurism at the expense of others. Once these groups had dissipated their space, they
looked of others to dominate and use.
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Their perfect ploy was, "who you are, what you have, what you know, what you are
creating or experiencing IS NOT ENOUGH."
"We have something better to offer."
Do you see the "sweet nectar" of the carnivorous plant kingdom at play?
And so, we freeze frame this situation at that point in our time travel, the 2nd World
from Home/Source.
We ask to be acknowledged by the Family collectives in the 2nd World. There are four
immense groups, and they invite us into their collaborative council.
We address them with our concern. "We have come from the future to bring you an
awareness you will need. You will be presented with options and offers from those outside of
your Home collectives. We are speaking especially of any suggestion that Outsiders have
more or are more than your groups. You understand?"
The four group collectives affirm that they do. They had heard such ideas and had
thought:
"It is enticing."
"It seems like a good idea, they are very personable."
"Perhaps having outside suggestions would enhance our adventure."
"We are rather new at this."
We hear their experiences and respond, "We are here to tell you that the idea that
someone knows more, can do more, offer more excitement is often a trap. There may be
agendas that are hidden from you. Your commitment is to bring and expand good, right?"
Again, agreement.
"Then you must explore where their suggestion and presence would take the family."
And we open the vision of where the concept of NOT ENOUGH presented by these
groups have taken their descendants. They see the future manifestations up to the present
moment where children are being ripped from parents.
"This will be the true impact," we say.
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This awareness shakes the Collectives. There is no question. Now they see the sweet
promise as the trap and slide into death that it is. They ask us, those with hard-won authority
from future times, to stand with them. They call for Design Teams. These Teams are
designated to created coded programs sensitive enough to pick up deceptive frequencies of
danger, or parasitic intent. The program will repel them back to their original Homes.
The coded programs ability to discern and warn include any frequencies of "lack, 'Not
enough," "insufficient," and the corresponding message that "others are responsible for saving
you or solving your problems."
We Future Ones, activate an authority voice to bring in Spiritual Teams to remove
Outsiders with the words, NOT Acceptable!
We all hold the clarity and firm resolve that the Life Force energy of Home, their very
Breath, contains All. All knowledge, All power, All Good, is Ever Present, available to them
with merely a breath and choice.
With these profound changes, the old flow that led to manifestations of families who
are owned and pulled apart is gone. The elimination of this beginning "seed" and flow of
enslavement causes the destruction to fall like dominoes. In that transforming fall, the
situations dissolve back into the Light of Good.
New programs of discernment and clarity are inserted, activated and immediately,
streams flow for new possibilities of Good arise within each family collective. Their vibrancy
and vision glow like never before, and we are awed by its strength and magnificence. With
the power of Imagination, we move the new frequencies forward into the timeline of the
Earth Mission Force, Humanity in 2018.
What can you do?
Anchor and expand this transformation with these processes:
1. Claim with these Reality Statements within the Reality Shift Process
Our energy from Home is magnificent.
It is vibrant with more than enough for our expansions of Good.
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Agendas of Domination and concepts of NOT ENOUGH are extracted from our life
force.
Our family Space is secured and sealed in all space, time, realities, dimensions and
worlds or our Original Agenda to Create Good and Benefit.
We fully express Good in our Space of Divine Sovereignty.
2. As any sign of constrictions or "off" feelings/thoughts, Call in the PTO teams to clear
Outsiders with the command, "This (name the situation) is NOT Acceptable
3. Watch for any form of NOT Enough arising within you and use the NOT Acceptable
command.
4. Then use your tools for healing.
5. Remember the THREE legs of building a strong life. What are you called to do in
regard to the other TWO?
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Resources
The Reality Shift Process LINK
NOT Acceptable LINK
Building the Fire Video LINK
Building The THREE LEGS, the Paradox
Website: https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/earthmissionnow.html
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